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R1 Old Growth Monitoring  

Inventory Protocols 
Last Modified 10/5/11 

Version 1.0 with re-measure information 

Note – This document was used for the initial install and remeasurment after harvest in Meadow Smith 

 
This document provides inventory protocols to be used in Region 1 when installing and remeasuring data to 

investigate the effects of treatments, both mechanical and prescribed fire, to increase resilience in old growth 

and mature stands.  

 

This document is intended to be used with the most recent R1 Common Stand Exam Manual 

(http://fsweb.r1.fs.fed.us/forest/inv/cse_exams/guides.htm).  All definitions and data collection methods 

documented in that manual will be used unless specifically stated within this document.  Only those items listed 

in this document will be recorded.  Data collection and plot to plot navigation will be accomplished with the aid 

of a Juniper Systems Allegro CX with blue tooth gps running Exams and ArcPad software.  Appendix A 

provides instructions for using ArcPad.  Appendix B provides maps of the units. 

 

Note for first re-measurement of control plots: Only look at tree data, specifically if all trees on a plot are still 

present and if they are present, code any new damages, since initial inventory, such as bark beetles, wind throw, 

etc.  Delete any trees that have been removed, either naturally or by human causes. 

 

Table 1: Number of plots installed in each unit/setting depends upon size and distribution of large trees.  Plot 

Type C = Control, T = Treatment 

Setting ID Plot Type # Plots 

01100109010084 C 6 

0110010901P0010 T 10 

0110010901P0014 T 15 

01100111010098 C 12 

0110011101P0019 T 12 

Plot Layout: 
Table 2: Three nested fixed-area plots will be used to collect information on trees.   

Plot 

Type 

Tree 

Diameter 

class 

Plot 

size 

(acre) 

Live/

Dead 

Plot 

radius 

 

Section 

 

Stand 

Control/ 

Treatment 

Small-

tree 

0.0 “– 

2.9” 
1/300 

L 
6.8’ n/a All All 

Mid- 

tree 

3.0” – 

18.9” 
1/24 

L&D 
24.0’ n/a All All 

Large-

tree 
19.0” + 

1/8 L&D 41.6’ 2 84 C 

1/5 
L&D 

52.7’ 
2 10 T 

L&D 2 14 T 

1/4 
L&D 

58.9’ 
12 98 C 

L&D 12 19 T 

 

 

Table 3: Down-woody material will be collected on the following transect lengths: 

Piece Diameter Length 

3.0” + 100’ 

http://fsweb.r1.fs.fed.us/forest/inv/cse_exams/guides.htm
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1.0” - 2.9” 10’ 

0.25” -.99” 6’ 

0.0” -0.24” 6’ 

 

Monumentation: 
Plots:  Monument plots with a metal stake with an aluminum tag affixed with the unit or stand number, a 

forward slash, and plot number inscribed on the tag.  For example: 10/2 indicates unit 10, plot 2. 

 

Down Woody Material (DWM) Transects:  Monument DWM transects with a stake with an aluminum tag 

affixed inscribed with unit or stand number, a forward slash, and the cardinal direction traveled underneath.  

Example:    

 

 

 

Note: For Meadow Smith, this practice was only implemented for stand 98. 

For re-measurement, monument the end of ALL down woody material transects.  

 

Trees: Trees will be numbered starting with one and continuing on, no pre-numbered tags will be used. 

 Hang tags where DBH is measured on the uphill side. 

 Tag all trees ≥3” DBH on the control plot at time of installation, i.e. all trees on the mid- and large-tree 

plots.   

 Tag all trees ≥19” DBH on the treatment plots, i.e. large-tree plot.  Tag any trees on the mid-tree plot 

that are marked as leave trees with a horizontal blue stripe.   

 Each tag should be inscribed with the unit or stand number followed by a forward slash and plot 

number.  Underneath write “#” with the tree number following.   

For example,  

 

 

 

Indicates unit 10 plot 2 tree number 7.   

 

 

Monumentation of Trees at Remeasurement: 

 At the first remeasurement after treatment, remaining trees that are 3.0” and larger will be tagged on the 

treatment plots 

 If a large tree is found that is not tagged but should be, tag it.  If it was not tallied, tally it with the next 

available tag number in Exams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10/2 

#7 

 

10/2 

N 
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Vegetation Composition:   Cover by lifeform will be measured on each 1/24
th

 acre plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Plot Layout 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1/300 acre (6.8 ft 

radius)  

 record trees 

≤2.9” DBH 

1/24 acre (24 ft radius) 

 record trees 3-18.9” 

DBH 

Large Plot (see 

Table 2) 

 Record trees 
≥19” DBH 50 FT DWM and Tree 

Canopy Cover 

Transects.   

 Even # plots North 

and East  

 Odd # plots South 

and West 

Plot Center 
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Down Woody Materials Transect Layout: 
2 down-woody transects will be laid out from plot center in the same orientation as the canopy cover transect.  

 

Figure 2: Layout of down-woody material transect 

 

 
 

Plot Establishment: 
Plots will be established in three treatment units and two control settings (see Appendix B).  Coordinates will be 

supplied for each plot location in UTM, NAD 1983.  Each GPS must be set accordingly.  Navigate to each plot 

by stopping approximately 50 feet short of the plot, using the navigation function, and pacing to the plot center.  

If a plot within a treatment unit contains boundary trees (vertical blue stripes) or trees outside of the boundary, 

offset plot so it is wholly contained in the unit and does not overlap with any other plot.  Note any offset in the 

plot remarks. 

 

Data Collection:All data will be collected using Exams software.   

Remeasurement: The Exams Software data files (.CSE files) from the previous measurement will be updated 

during remeasurement.   The Setting Form and Tree Form will be modified as stated in appropriate Form 

Section in this manual.  The DWM and Vegetation Composition Forms will not have the information from the 

previous measurement so will need to be collected from scratch. 

 

0-50 foot transect  

 DWM pieces ≥3” 

25-31 foot transect,  

 DWMpieces 0.1-.99” 

25-35 foot transect,  

 DWM pieces 1.0-2.9” 

25’ mark  

 duff and litter depth 

Plot Center 
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Setting Data: 
All data collected is as indicated in the value column.  If value is not indicated, then follow R1 CSE field guide 

definitions for the attribute. 

 

 

Table 4: Location and Stand Information for Setting Form 

 

 

 

Section 
Setting/unit Plot Type 

Item 2.5  

Location 

Item 2.6 

Stand  

# 

2 01100109010084 C 0901 0084 

2 0110010901P0010 T 0901P 0010 

2 0110010901P0014 T 0901P 0014 

12 01100111010098 C 1101 0012 

12 0110011101P0019 T 1101P 0019 

 

 

Table 5: Setting Data Form     Note: For remeasurement only update fields with a comment in the 

Remeasure column 

CSE 

Attribute 

# 

 

Attribute Name 

 

Value 

 

Comments 

 

Remeasure 

2.1 Project Name MS Old Growth Default Update to “MS Old Growth RM2” or 

“MS Old Growth RM3” 

2.2 Proclaimed 

Region 

01 Region One  Default  

2.3 Proclaimed 

National Forest 

10 Flathead  Default  

2.4 District 1 Swan Lake Default  

2.5  Location  See Table 4  

2.6 Stand Number  See Table 4  

2.7 Owner USFS  Default  

2.8 State 30 Montana  Default  

2.9 County 47 Lake 

63 Missoula  

Section 2 settings 

Section 12 

settings 

 

2.10 Admin Forest 10 Flathead  Default  

2.11 Date Enter the date in 

MMDDYYYY 

format 

 Update with current date 

2.13  Exam Level 3120    

2.14 Exam Purpose IM Inventory and 

Monitoring plots 

 

2.18  Potential Veg Ref 101  Pfister, default  

2.19 Potential Veg    

2.23 Setting Elevation    

2.24 Setting Aspect    

2.25 Setting Slope    

2.28 Examiner  Put in first and Update with current examiner initials 
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CSE 

Attribute 

# 

 

Attribute Name 

 

Value 

 

Comments 

 

Remeasure 

last initials of 

each crew 

member. 

2.29 Precision 

Protocol 

CSE  Default  

2.30 Radial Growth 

Interval 

10  Default  

2.34 Setting User 

Code 

1983   

2.35 Setting Remarks    

2.36 Setting Damage 

Category 

  Update with any setting level damages 

2.37 Setting Damage 

Agent 

  Update with any setting level damages 

2.38 Setting Damage 

Severity 

  Update with any setting level damages 

 

 

Plot Data Form: 

All data collected is as indicated in the value column.  Follow R1 CSE field guide definitions for the attribute. 

 

 Table 6: Plot Data: 

CSE 

Attribute # 

Attribute 

name 

Comments 

4.1 Plot Number  Use the plot number assigned in Arc Pad. 

4.2.1 Plot Latitude See instructions below 

4.2.2 Plot 

Longitude 

See instructions below 

4.4 Aspect  

4.5 Slope  

4.11 Plot 

Potential 

Veg. 

Record the predominant habitat type found on the large-tree plot. 

4.18 Plot 

Remarks 

Make note if plot is offset if it is clearly not contained within the unit.  Record just 

litter depth from DWM transects.  If dwm transect lands on a slash mat and 1, 10, 

&100 hour fuels are estimated, record “slash mat” in the plot remarks field. 

 

Instructions for entering lat/long with Bluetooth GPS (BTGPS). 

1. Turn the BTGPS on and notice that the blue LED blinks approximately every second. 

2. Once in the plot form in Exams, click on the down arrow (next) to the longitude field and select input 

form. 

3. Select “Get GPS.” 

4. Select “Find”,  wait for the Allegro to find the BTGPS. 

5. In the Device Name window, select BTGPS and wait for service window to pass.  Note: the blue LED 

on the GPS has slowed to blinking once every two seconds and the Bluetooth symbol in the Juniper 

system tray is subtly alternating color. 

6. Once the lat and long fields are filled in, select “End GPS” and “OK” at the top of the screen. 
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Note on Remeasurement: Only update Latitude and Longitude  if old coordinates are off by over 100 feet, 

which is roughly one second. 

 

Tree Data Form: 
Table 7: trees to inventory 

Tree 

Diameter class 

Plot size 

(acre) 

 

Trees to inventory 

 

Remarks 

0.0 “–  2.9” 1/300 Live trees at least .5’ tall Group by species and height class unless GST 

3.0” – 18.9” 1/24 Live and Dead Record each tree individually 

19.0” + Varies Live and Dead Record each tree individually 

 

Collect only those tree attributes listed below.  Unless specified, follow definitions in R1 Common Stand Exam 

Manual for the attribute. 

Note on Remeasurement: 

Delete all harvested or removed trees from the control units.  Add trees that were missed in the 

initial measurement.   

 

 

 

Table 8: Tree Data: 

CSE 

Attribute 

# 

Attribute 

Name 

 

Installation Comments 
Remeasurement Comments 

5.1 Plot #   

5.2 Tag ID Tag all trees ≥3” at dbh on control plot.   

Tag all trees ≥19” and all leave trees < 19.0” 

dbh on treatment plot.   

Hang tag so it is facing plot center at the 

height that DBH was measured.  

Do not update, but add next available 

tag id from Exams if missed trees 

from the last inventory are added 

5.3  Tree 

Status 

 Update status 

5.4 Tree Class  Update tree class 

5.5 Growth 

Sample  

Core all trees ≥19” on both control and 

treatment plots 

Follow GST rules (CSE item 5.5) for trees 

<19”. 

All: only collect GST information if 

tree was missed during installation 

5.6 Tree Spp  Do not update 

5.7 Tree 

Count 

For trees <3” dbh (1/300 acre plot) group by 

species and height class according to CSE 

5.7 instructions. 

Re-do tree counts in harvest units. 

5.9 DBH *pull duff mounds away from large-trees in 

treatment areas prior to measuring DBH.  

Record a DBH for trees <3” dia grouped on 

the 1/300 acre plot.  Place nail with tag 

where At the exact location where DBH is 

measured so the measurement can be 

duplicated. 

Do not change unless off by more 

than two inches 
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CSE 

Attribute 

# 

Attribute 

Name 

 

Installation Comments 
Remeasurement Comments 

5.10 Height Measure height on all trees ≥19” on both 

control and treatment plots.   

Follow GST rules, CSE item 5.5, for trees 

between 3.0<DBH<19”. 

Record height for all trees < 4.5’ tall. 

Record average height for grouped trees. 

Update if tree has gone from live to 

dead or if the top has broken 

5.11 Canopy 

Base 

Height 

Record for all trees >3” dia.  

5.12 Radial 

Growth 

See comments for 5.5  Do not update 

5.14 Height 

Growth 

Record for trees with DBH < 3.0”.  Do not update 

5.15 Tree Age See comments for 5.5.  If a tree has rot, the 

borer is not long enough, or the core falls 

apart, enter the age to the break/rot/end of 

borer in the remarks field after AE1, enter 

the estimated age in the age field. 

Do not update 

5.16 Crown 

Ratio 

Record for all trees.   

Record average for grouped trees < 3.0” 

DBH.   

Update if necessary 

5.17 Crown 

Class 

Record for all trees.   

Record average for grouped trees < 3.0” 

DBH.   

Update if necessary 

5.20 Snag 

Decay 

Class 

 Update if necessary 

5.22 Damage 

Category 

Record for all trees ≥3” dbh on control plots. 

Record for trees ≥19” on treatment plots. 

Update if necessary 

5.23 Damage 

Agent 

Record for all trees ≥3” dbh on control plots. 

Record for trees ≥19” on treatment plots. 

Update if necessary 

5.24 Damage 

Part 

Record for all trees ≥3” dbh on control plots. 

Record for trees ≥19” on treatment plots. 

Update if necessary 

5.25 Damage 

Severity 

Record for all trees ≥3” dbh on control plots. 

Record for trees ≥19” on treatment plots. 

Update if necessary 

5.26 Remarks Record Horizontal Distance to the 

geographic center of the base of the tree 

from the plot center in tenths of feet in the 

following format: HDXXX.   

Example: a tree 43.5 feet will be recorded as 

HD435.  Record Azimuth from the plot 

center to the geographic center of each tree 

in the following format (AZXXX)  

Example: a tree at 56 degrees will be 

recorded as AZ056. 

* Declination of compass should be set at 19 

degrees 

If tree was obviously missed during 

initial inventory and added with next 

available tree number, make the 

following remark: “Missed Tree” in 

addition to the distance and azimuth 

measurements. 
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Vegetation Composition: 
Vegetation composition will be measured on the 1/24

th
 acre fixed area plot.  Record Vegetation Composition 

exactly as it states in this manual, do not refer to the R1 CSE Manual.   

 

These protocols collect cover by lifeform, species and cover for those species with 5% or more cover, and all 

invasives occurring on the plot.   

 

Remeasurment: Collect vegetation composition as indicated in this section. 

 

 

Cover by Lifeform 

For the 1/24
th

-acre subplot area, determine canopy cover, to the nearest percent, for the following 

categories (procedures specified below):  

 

 Total Vegetation 

 Cover by Lifeform 

 Cover by Lifeform by Layer 
 

Base all estimates on the cover of vegetation and plant parts that are (or were) alive during the current 

growing season, and are located within the subplot perimeter (24.0-ft radius, horizontal distance).    

 
Exams Cover by Lifeform Form: 
 

 
 

 

Table 9. Exams Cover by Lifeform Attributes: 
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Lifeform 

 

Code Attribute 

 TV Total of All Vegetation  

Trees: 

TOT Total Tree Canopy Cover 

TOV Trees Canopy Cover(layer > 6.0 feet)          

TSA 
Trees Canopy Cover (layer ≤ 6.0 

feet)       

Shrubs: 

TOS Total Shrub 

ST Shrubs (layer > 6.0 feet) 

SM Shrubs (layer 1.6 – 6.0 feet) 

SL Shrubs (layer ≤ 1.5 feet)      

Forbs: TOF Total Forbs 

Graminoids: TOG Total Graminoids 

 

 

 Tolerance (Canopy Cover):  ± 10 percent 

 

 
1. Total Vegetation (TV).   Determine the total canopy cover of all Lifeforms (trees, shrubs, forbs, 

and graminoids), by estimating the area of the ground surface covered by a vertical projection of the 

canopy of all Lifeforms combined. Only include vegetation and plant parts within the 1/24
th

-acre 

subplot perimeter (horizontal distance), that are alive (or were alive) during the current growing 

season. Record to the nearest 1 percent.  

 
2. Canopy Cover by Lifeform Protocols for TOS, TOF, TOG.  Determine the total canopy cover by 

Lifeform for shrubs, forbs, and graminoids. Examine each lifeform individually as if other Lifeforms 

do not exist. Do not double count overlapping layers within a Lifeform.  

 

To determine, estimate the area of ground surface covered by a vertical projection of the canopy for 

the particular Lifeform. Only include vegetation and plant parts within the 1/24
th

-acre subplot 

perimeter (horizontal distance), that are alive (or were alive) during the current growing season. 

Enter the average height for trees and shrubs  in the height field, enter the average height for forbs 

and grasses in the notes field because the height field is not active for forbs and grasses. 

 

Record to the nearest 1 percent.   

3. Canopy Cover bt Lifeform Protocols for TOT, TOV, TSA: 
Along a 100’ transect, measure linear feet of tape that has tree crown above it to the nearest foot.  

Every tree including seedlings and saplings should be considered.  No other growth forms, only 

trees, should be included in the measurement.  Sum up the total linear feet for a transect, this is the 

percent cover for the plot.  Enter the average height within each class  in the height field. 

 

 

Transect layout: 
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Center the 100 foot transect on the plot center such that 50 feet extend north of plot center and 50 

feet extend east for even numbered plots and south, west for odd number plots.  Refer to plot 

layout diagram for further information.  If the slope exceeds 10 percent correct both the transect 

length and feet of canopy cover prior to entering a percent (see Appendix J CSE Manual).   

 

Recording Canopy Cover 

Record Tree Canopy Cover Values on the Cover by Lifeform page of the Vegetation Composition 

Form as follows: 

 
 

Use the transect method to derive estimates of total tree cover (TOT), cover of trees < 6.0’ tall 

(TSA), and cover of trees > 6.0’ tall (TOV).  Note: after TOT is measured on the transect, TSA 

and TOV can be estimated. 

 

4. Canopy Cover by Lifeform by Layer  (ST, SM, SL).  Determine the total canopy cover by 

Lifeform for shrubs by Layer (defined below). To determine, estimate the area of ground surface 

covered by a vertical projection of the canopy within the predefined layer for the particular Lifeform. 

For each Lifeform, partition plants into layers based on those plants whose heights end in that layer 

(see Agave Rule below). If a Lifeform does not have members that top out within a layer, record a 

‘0’ for canopy cover for that layer. Only include vegetation and plant parts within the 1/24
th

-acre 

subplot perimeter (horizontal distance), that are alive (or were alive) during the current growing 

season. Record to the nearest 1 percent. Enter the average height within each class in the height 

field. 

 

 

 

Table 10: Layers by Lifeform 

Lifeform Attribute Code Layer 

Trees:  
TOV > 6.0 feet         

TSA ≤ 6.0 feet        

Shrubs:  

ST > 6.0 feet  

SM 1.6 – 6.0 feet 

SL ≤ 1.5 feet       
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Note: For any given Lifeform, different plants of the same Lifeform can be divided into more than 

one layer. However, parts of an individual plant (e.g., upper half, lower half) cannot be assigned into 

different layers. See “Agave Rule” below.  
 

Agave Rule – If a plant has a seed head that grows much taller than the rest of the plant, assign the 
entire plant to the layer where most of the cover occurs (not the layer where the seed head tops out). 
 
 

 

Down Woody Form: 
Refer to section 7 of the CSE manual 

 

DWM will be measured on the same two 50 foot transects that canopy cover is measured on; A 50’ foot transect 

heading north and a 50’ transect oriented east for even numbered plots and two 50’ transects, one oriented south 

and the other west for odd numbered plots.   

 

Fine woody debris, down-wood <3” transect diameter, will be measured on the transects listed below for each 

of the two 50 foot transects.  Course woody debris, down-wood >3” transect diameter, will be measured on the 

entire 100 feet of transect. 

 

Table 11: Transect lengths and down-woody material diameter: 

Piece Diameter Length  Total Length Location 

3.0” + (at least 3’ long) 50’ 100’ Plot center to 100’ 

1.0” - 2.9” 10’ 20’ 25-35 ft 

0.25” -.99” 6’ 12’ 25-31 ft 

0.0” -0.24” 6’ 12’ 25-31 ft 

 

For Remeasurement, if DWM transects land on a slash mat where it is impractical to count 1, 10, &100 hour 

fuels, it is acceptable to estimate these size fuels and place a note in the plot remarks field of “slash mat”.  

Always tally 1000 hour fuels individualy. 

 

Table 12: Down-woody material: 

CSE 

Attribute 

# 

Attribute Name  

Comments 

7.1 Plot number  

7.2 First Duff/Litter Collect at point at 25’ north or south. 

7.3 Second Duff/Litter Collect at point at 25’ east or west. 

7.5 Twig1  0.01-0.24” at intersection 

7.6 Twig2 0.25-0.99” at intersection 

7.7 Twig3 1.0 – 2.9” at intersection 

7.8 Piece Count 3.0” diameter and 3 feet long and larger 

7.9 Log Decay class 3.0” diameter and 3 feet long and larger 

7.10 Diameter 3.0” diameter and 3 feet long and larger 

7.11 Piece Length Required for all pieces 9.0 inch diameter and larger at 

point of intersection. 

7.12 Diameter Large End Required for all pieces 9.0 inch diameter and larger at 

point of intersection. 

Note: record just litter depth (without duff) in the plot remarks field. 
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Plot Photos: 

Standing at plot center, take one photo at each of the cardinal directions, while someone holds the photo placard 

in the lower right hand corner of the photo.  There is a pre-printed photo placard for each setting, and unit; both 

control and treatment.  Upload all photos to a compact disc and hand off to RO when the project is complete. 
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Appendix A 

 

Using ArcPad 

 

 
 For old growth monitoring projects, it is essential that plots are established in specific treatment units 

within stands.  ArcPad will be used to determine if plots are established within correct unit boundaries.  ArcPad 

is a watered down version of ArcGIS that can run concurrently with gps to determine location in reference to a 

map and runs on portable data recorders (PDRs), in this case Juniper Systems Allegro CX machines.  The 

following steps explain how to create a link between a blue tooth gps (BTGPS) and the Juniper and then 

determine location on the map in ArcPad. 

 

1)Start ArcPad by double tapping on the icon on the desktop. 

2)Select “An existing map or data” and the folder to the left. 

3)Navigate to C_Drive\MSArcPad1\  and double click on the file ArcPad.apm, this will open the Meadow 

Smith project file. 

4)To zoom in, tap the magnifying glass in the upper right section of the tool bar, then draw a line from the lower 

left portion of the screen to upper right for the portion you want magnified.  Note the stand and treatment 

boundaries.  To zoom back to the full extent, tap on the globe in the upper left portion of the tool bar. 

5)Establish a blue tooth connection between the gps and Juniper.  Turn on the BTGPS and notice the blue light 

blinks once a second. 

 1) tap on the arrow to the right of the satellite icon in the toolbar 

 2) select “GPS Active” or, sometimes a window will appear saying “the gps is not  

 active, would you like to activate it now”  if so, click “yes.” 

3) select “Find” 

4) make sure “BTGPS” is highlighted in blue and then tap on  “Select” 

5) A window will pop up saying “Getting Service Information” and the blue light on the BTGPS will 

start to blink every two seconds. 

6)You should now see yourself displayed as a red circle with a + in it on the map. 

7)To navigate to a plot, select the layer with points you wish to navigate to from the tool bar (it is an image with 

three yellow sheets stacked on top of each other) and make sure the layer has a check mark in the box under the 

“i” column.  Select OK from the bottom left on the screen. 

8)Using Advanced Select (found in the dropdown menu next to the “i” feature in the toolbar), carefully select 

one plot, expand the selection under Feature Information to make sure you selected the correct point, if so, 

select the box with the running person, then turn on the GPS Position window.  This window will have the 

distance and azimuth from your current location to the selected point.  

 

Notes: 

You can close the position window (upper left), but don’t minimize it. 

You can minimize ArcPad by selecting it in the system tray and then closing the MSDOS window. 

Blue tooth can work from up to 30 feet away, but it is best to keep the BTGPS and PDR less than 10 feed away.   

Avoid getting a PDR within range of more than one BTGPS at a time. 

The BTGPS battery should last all day if it is turned off between plots – this means that a connection will have 

to be re-established each time you are done with a plot.  Charge the BTGPS all night either with the AC charger 

or DC charger in your vehicle. 

Exams can share the Bluetooth connection, ArcPad cannot.  This means that if you start with a connection in 

ArcPad, you cannot make a connection in Exams until you break the ArcPad connection, the opposite is not 

true, although, once you create the ArcPad connection after the Exams connection, you cannot go back to the 

Exams connection without breaking the Arc connection.  To break the Arc connection, click on the arrow to the 

right of the satellite icon and click on “GPS Active”. 
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Appendix B: Overview of Control and Treatment areas 
 

3 different activity units have been selected within the Meadow Smith Timber Sale for monitoring the 

effects of treatments to old growth.  The treatment areas and their control stands are listed below. 

 

Secti
on stand 

treatment 
unit 

control (unit 
#) this is 

control for 
/treat acres OG FT OG Hab Gr 

2 209-01-084 14 T 32 PSME E 

2 209-01-084 - C  30 PSME E 

2 209-01-084 10 T ? PSME E 
2 209-01-084 - C (14) 30 PSME E 

              

12 211-01-098 19 T 35 PP H 

12 211-01-098   C (19,21,22) 48 PP H 

 

Legend for Section maps, figure 1 and 2 
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Figure 1.  Map of Section 2 area  
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Figure 2: Map of Section 12  

 
 

All plots in the control and treatment areas will be installed in August and September of 2008.  Harvest to the 

treatment areas could take place in the following winter or anytime during the next 3 years.  It is planned that 

treatment plots will be remeasured after harvest, after prescribed fire, and then every 5 years.  Control areas will 

be remeasured as needed. 

 

Number of plots by Setting/Unit 

 

Section 

 

Setting/Unit 

 

Plot Type 

 

# Plots 

2 0111-0209-01-084 C 6 

2 10 T 8+ 

2 14 T 15 

12 0111-0211-01-098 C 6 

12 19 T 12 

 

 

Large-tree Plot Sizes 

Plot size 

(acre) 

Plot 

radius 

 

Section 

 

Unit/Setting 

Control/ 

Treatment 

1/8 41.6’ 2 0111-0209-01-084 C 

1/5 52.7’ 
2 10 T 

2 14 T 

¼ 58.9’ 
12 0111-0211-01-098 C 

12 19 T 
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Appendix C:Montana Noxious Weed List 
Effective: September 2010 

Priority 

1A 

These weeds are not present in Montana. Management criteria will require 

eradication if detected; education; and prevention. 
- Yellow starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis) 

Priority 

1B 

These weeds have limited presence in Montana. Management criteria will 

require eradication or containment and education. 
- Dyer’s woad (Isatis tinctoria) 
- Flowering rush (Butomus umbellatus) 

- Japanese knotweed complex (Polygonum spp.) 

- Purple loosestrife (Lythrum spp.) 
- Rush skeletonweed (Chondrilla juncea) 

- Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) 

- Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius) 
- Curlyleaf pondweed (Potamogeton crispus) 

Priority 

2A 

These weeds are common in isolated areas of Montana. Management criteria 

will require eradication or containment where less abundant. Management 

shall be prioritized by local weed districts. 
- Tansy ragwort (Senecio jacobaea) 

- Meadow hawkweed complex (Hieracium spp.) 
- Orange hawkweed (Hieracium aurantiacum) 

- Tall buttercup (Ranunculus acris) 

- Perennial pepperweed (Lepidium latifolium) 
- Yellowflag iris (Iris pseudacorus) 

- Blueweed (Echium vulgare) 

- Hoary alyssum (Berteroa incana) 

Priority 

2B 

These weeds are abundant in Montana and widespread in many counties. 

Management criteria will require eradication or containment where less 

abundant. Management shall be prioritized by local weed districts. 
- Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense) 

- Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis) 

- Leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula) 
- Whitetop (Cardaria draba) 

- Russian knapweed (Centaurea repens) 
- Spotted knapweed (Centaurea stoebe or maculosa) 

- Diffuse knapweed (Centaurea diffusa) 

- Dalmatian toadflax (Linaria dalmatica) 
- St. Johnswort (Hypericum perforatum) 

- Sulfur cinquefoil (Potentilla recta) 

- Common tansy (Tanacetum vulgare) 
- Oxeye daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum or Leucanthemum vulgare) 

- Houndstongue (Cynoglossum officinale) 

- Yellow toadflax (Linaria vulgaris) 

- Saltcedar (Tamarix spp.) 

Priority 

3 

Regulated Plants: (NOT MONTANA LISTED NOXIOUS WEEDS) 

These regulated plants have the potential to have significant negative impacts. 

The plant may not be intentionally spread or sold other than as a contaminant 

in agricultural products. The state recommends research, education and 

prevention to minimize the spread of the regulated plant. 
- Cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) 

- Hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata) 
- Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) 


